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ComPropoffer
for Safari 'fair'
ComProp's attempt to
take over mallowner Safar
Investmentshasgained
momentumafter an
independentexper t saidit:
offer for the companyis
fair and reasonable.
ComPropmadea R1.8bn
cashbid for Safariin July
to counter a share swap
offer by mallowner
Fairvest. /Page9

TAKEOVER BID

ComProp offer for
Safari 'fair' - expert
Alistair Anderson
PropertyWriter

ComProp's attempt to take over
mall owner Safari Investments
gained momentum on Friday
after an independent exper t said
its offer for the companyis fair
and reasonable.

ComProp made a RL8bn
cash bid for Safari in July to
counter a share swap offer by
mall ownerFairvest.

Some investors have been
calling for Safari, which owns
malls in Tshwane and semi
urban areas, to comment on
ComProp's offer and explain
whythe board will not enter tain
the offer, which values Safari at
R5.90 a share.

Safari has been the subject of
takeover interest from other
funds, with Fairvest proposing a
swapratio in July that valuedthe
company at only R4.15 a share.
That attempt was abandoned
after the ComProp offer.

On Friday, Safari said inde
pendent exper ts BDO Corporate
has found ComProp's offerto be
fair and reasonable andits board
is in talks with ComProp.

BDO said the offer represents
a premium of 38.5%to Safari's
R4.26 closing price on July 19
2019, the day before the release
of the first announcement.

BDO determineda fair valua
tion range ofbetween R5.80 and
R6.67 per Safari share.

Safari's independent board
then said it was continuing to
engage with ComProp over the
timing and conditions attached
to the scheme.

"These_ discussions_ are
informed by the present circum
stances, including the outcomes
of the preliminar y findings and
the divergent Safari shareholder
views on the ComProp proposal
communicated to the indepen
dent boardto date," Safari said.

ComProp's Smital Rambhai
said he and his team have been
in regular talks with Safari but
these are confidential.

Activist shareholder Chris
Logan said BDO's- opinion
showed Safari had "oppressed"
its shareholders, "proposing the
unfair and unreasonable Fair
vest friendly merger, which only
valued Safari at R4.15".
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